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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE Against Clark Today
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Political guns in the Student
Union were relatively silent Friday, but things could heat up
this afternoon when Vice President-elect Bill Clark is scheduled to face the Judiciary on
election code violation charges.
ASB Chief Justice Steve Thomas
said Clark’s hearing would begin
when acting attorney general Rich

Corby chooses to present the case.
Thomas said this probably would
be this afternoon and if not, tomorrow.
Clark faces charges similar to
those against John Bruckman, his
running mate in April’s election.
Biuckman was convicted on two
violations of the election code, both
involving the on-campus distribution of a preferential candidates
list.
In a history making decision,
the Judiciary ruled the recent

Promotions No Common Tea on Campus;
Due Study Soggy Blobs Give SJS Status
By Faculty
Attorney Offers Legal Way
Faculty promotions, an issue
that has been steadily growing in
the faculty ranks ever since the
"lucky 47" promotion list was announced three weeks ago, will be
examined in a special Academic
Council session this afternoon at
2:30.
Members of the Academic Council and the Promotion Appeal committee hope that some specific
guidelines will be set up for evaluating faculty members at this time.
Dr. Harold DeBey, chairman of
the faculty group said Friday that
"promotion procedure will probably
be changed and promotion criteria
will be seriously questioned" in
the meeting.
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DIFFERENT CRITERIA
While candidates are theoretically judged on teaching ability, scholarship and research papers, service
to the college and service to the
community, the possibility arises
that different professors might be
weighed by different criteria.
"It is quite possible that the
various departments used different criteria for promotions than
the Promotion Committee did,"
maintained DeBey.
The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) and other faculty
members contend that the total
amount allocated for promotions
should be used, while maintaining
that the full 60/40 promotion ratio
should be filled.
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By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
UCLA has basketball.
Harvard has law.
SJS has tea bags.
Next time you wander
through the Cafeteria in
search of an empty seat, don’t
detour around those soggy
brown blobs which dot the
tables. Stop. Look at one.
Take the time to read its
little yellow tag.
"This is our tea," says
Michael Dolan, Cafeteria manager, commenting on the statement, "Blended Exclusively
For Spartan Cafeteria San
Jose State College," which is
printed on the label of every
tea bag. "None of the other
state colleges has it," Dolan
adds.
SJS has had this distinction
for about seven years now.
The ingredients for SJS tea
bags come from Ceylon, India
and Java through an importer
in New York.
Like all successful recipes,
the blending process is kept
secret. But our Spartan Daily
correspondent in New York
has managed to obtain some
information about the ingredients of the little bags.
Tea from India provides the
body for the brew. Ceylon tea
has the flavor, but is comparatively light in color, so Java
tea provides the quick color
and flavor.
It is extremely important
that the Cafeteria tea quickly

To Save Cleaning Deposit
By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The age-old battle of students
versus landlords at SJS becomes
a "sizzling contest" again this semester when student tenants face
"medieval landlords" for the annual conference of the cleaning
deposits,
It happens on the average only
once every school year. Perhaps
more bad feelings and ill will result
from the "battle" than from any
other tenant-landlord feud barring
payment of rent.
SJS students "fortunate" to be
living in unapproved houses and
apartments near campus must pay
oteaning deposits to their land-

BEFORE YOU DUNK ITSTOP! Look at it. Read that little
yellow label carefully. "Blended Exclusively For Spartan Cafeteria, San Jose State College." This is YOUR tea bag! Treat it
carefully. Fondle it. Love it!
releases its color and flavor.
Otherwise, it would take at
least five minutes to brew it
properly.
This, briefly, is the remarkable history behind those little
soggy blobs most students
take for granted. No longer
must SJS students remain
silent when they gather with

PROMOTIONS ON MERIT
Other members feel that promotions should be primarily on merit,
rather than monetary or proportional quotas.
The Promotional Appeals Committee, headed by Academic vice
president Dr. Hobert Burns, decided Friday to accept promotions
appeals until May 19.
The criteria that the Appeal
committee will use depends greatly on what the Academic Council
decides this afternoon..
"I think that the Academic
Council and the faculty first have
to answer the question ’What is
the meaning of promotions’, then
they can determine relevant criteria," Dr. Burns said Friday.
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Law Enforcement
Activities Begin

7

A three day program entitled
-Law Enforcement and the Community" begins on campus tomorrow in conjunction with "National Police Week."
The program is sponsored by
the Department of Law Enforcement and Education, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, and Chi Pi Sigma.
Richard Grace, assistant professor of Law Enforcement and Administration and program coordinator describes its goals:
"Respect for the law and support of law enforcement are total
community responsibilities. We
hope that through this week’s activities all people and certainly
the young people can become better acquainted with the police and
their services as a means of helping discharge these community responsibilities."
The activities begin tomorrow
night at 7:30 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium with a forum entitled
"Narcotics and the Youthfull Offender" and is open to the public.
A Department Of Law Enforcement open house on the 5th floor
of MacQuarrie all day Wednesday
and Thursday will conclude the
program. It is open to the public
and guides will direct visitors to
exhibits and demonstrations.
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Culture, Confusion

old friends who went on to
college at Stanford, Berkeley
or UCLA.
Next time one of these old
chums greets you by nudging
your ribs and muttering,
"Party School," you can nudge
him right back and say,
" . . . but have you heard
about our tea bags?"

Psychology Prof. David Newman
will speak to the campus committee of the American Civil Liberties Union tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in the cafeteria.
Dr. Newman was recently listed
in a report by the House Committee on Un-American Activities
(HCUA as an initial "sponsor"
of the recent Vietnam protest
week.
The meeting is open to all students and faculty.
Dr. Newman will, discuss the
HCUA report which listed him
and ASB Attorney General Ira
Meltzer in April.
The meeting was organized by
Dr. Theodore Balgooyen, SJS
ca." Morris Dailey Auditorium. professor of speech and head of
Free to all interested students the campus chapter, ACLU.
and faculty members.
910 p.m.College Union Program
Board Nightclub featuring
Fred Smoot in "What Makes
Comedy" and the San Jose
Jazz Ensemble in the Cafeteria. Refreshments. 50 cents
cover charge.
TOMORROW
10:30 am.--Seventh Street Forum
with Edward Keating. Time
The Rule. Engineering Departopen for discussion and ques- ment bi-semester magazine, goes
tions.
1:30 p.m.Tutorials class visit by on sale today in the lobby of the
Keating. Open free to all Inter- Engineering Building. The 40-page
ested students and faculty magazine will sell for 25 cents a
members in the Tutorials cen- copy.
ter in Building R.
Articles on thermonuclear re7:30 p.m.Chi Pi Sigma Panel
actions, computerized traffic sysDiscussion
Topic: "Nartems, and third generation comcotics and the Youthful Of- puters are included. Also featured
fender." Morris Dailey Audi- will be the senior graduation pictorium. Free to all students. tures of engineering majors and
9:30 p.m.CUPB Nightclub with those on the Dean’s List.
Fred Smoot and the Jass enThe traditional highlight of the
semble. 50 cents cover charge. magazine is the Rulemate. This
issue’s Rulemate is Marie WilWEDNESDAY
liams, junior home economics
12:30 p.m.Faculty book talk
major. Miss Williams is interested
"The Fixer" Reviewed by
Dr. Albert Rosenberg in Cafe- in fashion design and wishes to
pursue this in a career after
teria A and B.
3:30 p.m.Classic Film"Nothing graduation.
The 20-year-old SJS coed also
but a Man"
Free to all
students in Morris Dailey Aud- enjoys traveling, sewing, water
and snow skiing and golf. She
itorium.
7:30 p.m.Co-Rec -- "Culture and comments that she thinks "everyConfusion" -- "The Chicago one should travel across the
Typewriter’s Band" will play United States in order to apprein the Women’s Gym.
ciate our country." Miss Williams
9:30 p.m.CUPB Nightclub with has crossed the U.S. six times,
Fred Smoot in "To Better and is originally from New York
Understand Comedy," plus the City. Her home now is in Redondo
jazz ensemble. 50 cents cover Beach, Calif.
charge.
Miss Williams is also a member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma and a
THURSDAY
910 p.m.-- CUPB Nightclub featur- little sister of Sigma Alpha Mu
ing Fred Smoot in "The Fun- fraternity.
Stan Klemetson, senior enginiest Act in Town" and also
the jazz ensemble. 50 cents neering major, is the editor of
The Rule.
cover charge.
The Rule is also sponsoring a
(Continued on Page 3)

Keating, Smoot Join Program
"Culture and Confusion" descend
upon SJS today in a week of College Union Program Board sponsored activities.
Recently fired publisher and
editor-in-chief of Ramparts magazine, Edward Keating, and Fred
Smoot, GI comic on television’s
"The Wackiest Ship in the Army,"
will highlight the week’s events.
Keating, who is presently suing
Ramparts for $129,000, will speak
tonight at 8 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. The address topic is
"The Radical’s View of America."
Ramparts, which Keating began
In 1964, recently gained international fame with a startling expose
of the role of the CIA in Michigan
State University’s Vietnam project.
Many universities in the United
States either terminated their
programs or began intensive investigations of classified contracts
as a result of the Ramparts exposure.
In 1964 Keating received the
Peninsula Council of B’nal B’rith’s

Brotherhood Award for "outstanding contribution to the cause of
brotherhood of peoples of all faiths
and creeds."
Keating, known as an author
and critic as well as a lecturer,
completed his book "The Scandal
of Silence" in 1965. "Silence" deals
critically with the problems of
the layman in the Catholic Church
and of the Catholic Church in
American society.
Keating won the Beth Am Ethical Actions Award in 1965 as "an
outstanding leader in the area of
social justice, through action and
the spoken and written word."
Tomorrow morning at 10:30
Keating will conduct an open forum on Seventh Street,
Fred Smoot, will appear on campus today through Thursday as
part of "Culture and Confusion"
week.
Described by critics as "the
comedy find of the season . . . a
self-sufficient maniac," Smoot will
give a 45-minute workshop on
comedy beginning tonight at 9:15.
Following the workshop, the
cafeteria will take on the appearance of a night club, with Smoot
as the performer.
Refreshments will be served on
round tables by waitresses. Cover
charge for the event is 50 cents
per person.
The "nightclub" will be held
every night, tonight through
Thursday night.

Week’s Schedule
Schedule for "Culture and Confusiea" week activities:

EDWARD KEATING
... speaks tonight

TODAY
12 noon Open lunch with Edward
Keating. All students welcome.
Cafeteria A and 13,
8 p.m.Keating address
Topic:
"The Radical’s View of Ameri-

David Newman,
’Anti-War’ Prof,
Speaks On HCUA

lords. Upon payment of the cleaning deposit, which comes with the
first month’s rent, the tenant is
told he will be refunded the
amount if the dwelling is left clean
when vacated.
The tenant is informed by the
landlord that his cleaning deposit
will be refunded him only if he
leaves the dwelling clean and in
good condition. However, this is
often where the student realizes
he is being left to the mercy of
the landlord.
In most cases students receive
the amount due them if they comply, but if a landlord chooses, he
can withhold the cleaning deposit
for any number of technicalities.
There is, however, a legal way
to beat the unscrupulous landlord
at his own game.
According to a local lawyer,
students needn’t "swallow hard"
and walk off in defeat. "The student is within his legal rights to
withhold the amount of his cleaning deposit from his last month’s
rent.
"This puts him in the bargaining
position instead of the landlord.
If a student had a $100 rent per
month and a $50 cleaning deposit,
he would pay his landlord only
$50 for the last month’s rent. At
that time the two of them would
get together and if any damage
were done they could agree upon
an amount to be paid.
"If no damage were done, the
landlord would keep the $50 cleaning deposit and the $50 given him
for rent and have the correct
amount for the last month’s rent,"
he said. The attorney said this
withholding of the amount of the
cleaning deposit by the student
puts the burden of legal proof on
the landlord, not the student,

presidential election invalid,
Last Wednesday the Judiciary
tossed out Brucicman’s appeal and
Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of students, backed its decision.
Bruckman currently is in the
process of taking his appeal to
Dr. Robert Clark, college president.
As of Friday afternoon President
Clark had received Bruckman’s request for an appeal but no action
had been taken.
"I have received his formal request, but as yet a date has not
been set for the appeal," Dr. Clark
said.
"We don’t have an established
procedure for dealing with this
type of thing, but we will move as
rapidly as we can," he continued.
President Clark indicated that
he would seek the advice of a
faculty committee in handling
Bruckman’s appeal.
"I will appoint a faculty corn-

Charges Dropped
C’harges against Dick Miner,
recent presidential candidate,
were dropped Friday, following
a short hearing.
ASB Attorney General Scott
Lefever declined to press the
charges of false and intentionally
misleading advertising before the
Judiciary due to "lack of support."
mit tee to advise me on this matter," he said.
Bruckman wasn’t available for
comment Friday.
Thomas discussed the current
situation in Friday’s quiet court-

room.

He said_he had no...4e_ when
hearings on election core violations
would conclude, but echoed his
previous statement that "no new
officials will take office until all
the cases have been decided."

Election Board
Interviews for the Election
Board position recently vacated
by Paul Morey will be held today and tomorrow between 2:30
p.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
Morey, former chairman, resigned last week in the wake of
the present election chaos,
The board will determine the
dates for the new 1967 elections
Immediately following all pending
violation cases.

Rule Magazine Features
Cheesecake, Computers
writing contest for student articles on engineering, math or
science. A $100 check will be
awarded to the first place article
and a $50 check to the article

awarded second place.
"The contest is not restricted
to students in engineering," added
a spokesman from the editorial
I staff of The Rule.
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Photo by Mika Leval
HELPING PROMOTE sales of the Rule, bi-semester Engineering
magazine, is Marie Williams, junior home economics major and
this issue’s "Rulemate." The 20-year-old coed is from Redondo

Beach.
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Notable Quotes
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Lee Loevinger, Federal C’ot unicatioes
Commissioner, in a speech to the Association
of Professional Broadcasting Educators In Chicago, suggesting that television co iiiii iercials
have done more to promote the civil rights
movement than court decisions:
Literally millions of people have seen the
material accoutrements of prosperous middle
class living in circumstances in which these
things were shown to them in the contrasting
poverty of their own surroundings, and yet
held out as things they should desire, which
were available and which everyone might reasonably expect to get.
The inescapable message that has been reinforced by all television commercials is: Here
is a world that is attractive and that you
should live in. The improbable heroes and
heroines of the programs can be dismissed
as fictional, and their environment can be dismissed as figments of the dream world. But
not so the commercials.
Insistently, they say, "This is real, this is
America, this is for sale, and you should have
It." This may not be very significant to the
comfortably prosperous which include all those
who form leagues for the limitation of commercials. But I suspect this is the most important and influential message that television
has carried to a large section of the audience
during the last 10 years.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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Jerry Townsend

vdv ertismg Manager

Jack Groben
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Staff Editorial

King Victim of Power
Martin Luther King, of late, has fallen victim to that old devil that stalks
every successful man ... power.
King has been more than successful
in his calling, he has been a virtual one
man revolution in the field of civil
rights. As the spiritual and physical
leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference he has spearheaded
9r been involved in every major civil
rights movement in the country.
And no one, whether he is for or
against him, doubts his intentions or
accomplishments as a civil rights
leader.
But Dr. King, aware of his increasing influence, has lately begun to diversify Isis aims and goals and, therein,
lies the seeds of his destruction.
In calling for a fusion of the civil
rights and Vietnam protest movements,
King is committing three basic errors:
1. The great majority of Americans,
whether or not they support civil
rights, are opposed to the Vietnam protestors.
2. King is opening himself up to
charges of "Communist" or "Pinko"
by associating with the protestors, who
carry that stigma, rightly or wrongly,
themselves.
3. King, in calling for a fusion of
the two movements, makes it clear who
is to be the "bossman" and, in doing
so, projects the image of a power hungry man who has gone beyond his principles to satisfy his desires.
It is in this precarious position that we
now find him, balancing on a teetertotter that is weighted against him and
his new crusade.
A better course for Dr. King to
follow would be to attempt to revive
the lagging civil rights movement at
home and provide it with some of the
impetus for which he is famous. With
such radicals as Stokely Carmichael
now in the fore, the movement has
taken on the image of the Ku Klux
Klan in reverse.
By attempting to merge two widely
divergent movements, the Good Doctor
will only bring out the worst elements

of both, namely that of Protest period.
A merged civil rights and Vietnam
movement gives the appearance of existing for no other reason than to protest, rather than to present constructive
ideas.
No doubt the temptation to wield
the power that would come from such
a merger, if ever formalized, is great
and difficult to resist.
Martin Luther King has already
made a name for himself in the history
books, but if he doesn’t watch his step
a little peacenik will sneak up some
day and stealthily erase it.
R.J.

"Martin Luther who . .7"

*
*
*
John W. Gardner, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, before the House Ways
and Means Committee: "Public-assistance
payments are so low and so uneven that the
Government is, by its own standards and definitions, a major source of the poverty on
which it has declared unconditional war."

Thrust and Parry

Administrators Admonished; Artistic Empathy Denied
’People Deserve to Know
Administrators’ Actions’
Editor:
I am writing this letter after being "stoodup" by another administrator of San Jose
State College. Perhaps I should explain. I am
a reporter for the Radio-Television News Center and my job is to cover the news stories
coming out of those very secret administrative
offices.
I feel that my job and the job of the Spartan
Daily reporter on the same beat are important
ones. After all, the students in the college
community and the people of San Jose deserve to know what is going on at the very
highest levels of the college administration.
The question I have is this: Why do these
administrators feel the least concern over
what the public knows? Repeatedly, I have
been admonished not to distort the facts by
these people. I don’t justify distortion for the
sake of reporting some news but if these people would cooperate with the press more, they
could do just as much in curbing distortion.
On countless occasions, I have made appointments like everyone else has tooften two
weeks in advance, only to find that the appointment has been cancelled minutes before
I am due. Naturally, I sympathize with them
In that they have important responsibilities
connected with their offices. But we have a
responsibility to this community, too. It deserves to hear about some positive things
happening on this campus besides car-burnings, thrown-out elections and apathetic student councils.
Let’s hope they aren’t too busy administering to the college to administer to the students.

These gripes sound pettyat least they
probably will when the big three hear them.
But what is so petty about respecting a person’s feelings and the necessity of the press.
Some students give a tinker’s damn about what
these men are doing. Why are they ignored?
David Silverbrand
A4349

’YRs and Hippies Didn’t
Share Sidewalk Project’
Editor:
Bruce Anderson apparently lacks the ability
to correctly interpret a scene which he has
witnessed. His claim that the Young Republicant and the hippies took part in a contrrum
sidewalk art project is totally false. The YRs
claim no connection with the non-sensical
phrases which covered the walk. It is true
that one YR did accept the hippie’s offer to
advertise. The total YR contribution to the
so-called "project" was: "Buy Billy Buckley’s
Book -25c." Anderson attempts, by his distorted reporting, to discredit the YRs by associating them with irrational slogans, designs,
and phrases.
This year the YRs have developed a
responsible political group, which Anderson
alleges to represent the "far right." Either he
is totally lacking in knowledge of YR activity
this year, or his position on the political spectrum is so far to the left that it distorts his
view of that spectrum.
The reporter further alleges that a gap has
been closed between the YRs and the hippies.
This is not true. By talking to many of those
who are alleged to be hippies, one learns that
they differentiate themselves into groups: the
"lefties," and the "hippies." The YRs are able

to communicate with "the lefties"; this group
Is capable of conversing in terms of things as
they are. (Both the YRs and the "lefties"
find themselves hindered in their attempts
to communicate with the hippies. Even the
"lefties" concede that the hippies are capable
of verbalizing only incoherent indications of
frustration, none of which relates to practical
solutions for social
While ignoring other YR activity all semester, the editor finds room to falsely and irresponsibly associate the YRs with the fun
and games of irrationality.
Both the editor and reporter Anderson
would do well to take note: both the "liberal"
press and the "conservative" press are American institutions. However, one will not find
success in a journalistic career by preparing
himself with the irresponsible press.
Fred Atton
A3888

War, Riots, Hypocrisy
’Open Sores’ of Society
Editor:
In looking for an answer to the current
state of our national and international affairs
we frequently ignore the fundamental causes
for the gross imperfections in our society. We
try time and again to analyze the causes of
injustice and those injustices in a purely
political frame of reference.
In an attempt to analyze the structure of
a society one must consider the socio-economic
forces in that society and their relationship to
the political arena. This analysis lies within
the area of political economics.
Vietnam, race riots, and the hypocrisy which
pervades our power structure, are merely open

sores

in an imperfect, irrational society which
is based on an imperialistic and militaristic
economy. This system is monopoly capital.
It is necessary first to analyze the system
of monopoly capital on an international basis
and then on a national basis. We must ask
ourselves if it is indeed true that world
capitalism supports foreign governments (frequently military dictatorships) which in turn
support and encourage foreign investment in
direct opposition to national interests.
Then we must find out what this policy
does to an underdeveloped country’s socioeconomic structure. Does monopoly capital
disrupt the existent structure of the country
and polarize that social structure so that no
middle class is allowed to develop? To what
extent does the micro unit determine the
foreign policy of a capitalist country toward
a specific underdeveloped nation in which it
has an investment?
Finally, to what extent must a capitalistic
system go outside its national boundaries to
bolster its stagnating economy and build a
military structure to supplement its imperialistic nature?
On the national scene, the questions to be
asked are: To what extent does the corporate
structure influence political decision? Do political leaders react merely to powerful interest groups or do their decisions reflect the
will of the people? Finally, is there in fact a
will of the people or is the will a conditioned
response influenced by the will of a few powerful groups in our system?
And if all you pro-Vietnam, pro-capital
punishment, pro-hypocrisy conservatives do
this, I hope you can sleep at night.
D. Richard Cervantes
A8972
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The Question Man
By NANCY KLEMM

Do you think the student health service should he responsible for
providing birth control information and oral contraceptives to
students seeking them?
ROGER ALLEN: senior, history:

DALE ASHWORTH. senior, German:

Yes, I do. Being a college community, this sort of information is
necessary because the Students are engaging in sexual activity. I think
the state should provide this information and either supply or prescribe
the pills.

Yes, I do. I think it’s better, if the students are going to have
relations, than having children they don’t want. It’s not necessarily a
school responsibility, but The school is a good place to handle this
service.

EDDY ABNER, Junior, business and industry:

MARY ELLIS, senior, social science:

If the service would be properly handled by the doctors there, it
would be all right. You can get information and the pills from doctors
on the outside. But I don’t think the pills should be handed out free as
if they were M & M’s.

No. I’m not opposed to giving out the information, but I don’t
think they should give the pills to students. This shouldn’t be under
the school’s jurisdiction. If the health service issued birth control pills,
they’d be condoning pre -marital sex.

JANIS PAHL, senior, history:

DORA SALAZAR, freshman, Spanish:

I really don’t think 80. I think the information and the contraceptives should be for people who are married. This service might bring
more irresponsibility in the matter. And I don’t think SJS needs that.

I think the health service should provide this only to married
couples. The pill is a convenience device, and students don’t really need
to have things any easier.

CHRIS EDGINTON, Junior, recreation:
I feel they should. Both the health service and the community
should provide this service because of the Illegitimacy problems and
abortion laws in California. There’s not much a woman ran do with
an unwanted child. Education on this matter and aid should be made
available to the college student.

1.34E4 4. Vol -Nh. Junior. !slaloms::
Yes. I di,. 11 would decrease the dropout rate. It’s difficult for
young ladies to get informal ion and contraceptives from doctors on
he outside. Therefore, I think the academic community should be the
leaders in providing this service.

Photos by Larry Balks
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Summer To Offer
Nursery School
Extension Services
The SJS Extension Services will
offer two summer practicum
courses in nursery school observation and participation, for those
interested in obtaining a California Nursery School Curriculum
Certificate.
"Teachers will have the actual
opportunity to work under a skilled
nursery school teacher," explained
Miss Frances Gulland, assistant
professor of elementary education.
She added that the course is
offered for people in the field or
for those who have some knowledge of the nursery school curriculum.
"Course participants will be dealing directly with nursery school
chldren," Miss Gulland concluded.
Both classes, each worth three
units, will be held at the Parents’
Nursery School, 2328 Louis Road,
Palo Alto.
The first course runs June 26
through July 14. Mrs. Carol Hardgrove, lecturer from the University
of California School of Nursing,
will instruct the first class.
The second class, which meets
July 17 through August 4, will be
taught by Mrs. Mary Lewis, San
Francisco State College.
Both classes have a tuition of
$58.50 and will meet daily. The
deadline for enrolling In the courses
is May 15.
Further information is available
from Miss Gulland in the Department of Elementary Education,
extension 2596.

YR Prexy Named
Committee Member
Fred Krueger, senior political
science major who will be graduated in June, and president of the
SJS Young Republicans, was appointed to the California State
Republican Central Committee recently by John His, California YR
president.
Krueger also was appointed as
a member of the California delegation to the annual National YR
convention in Omaha, Nebr. June
19-24.
Member of the Santa Clara
County Central Committee, the
23-year-old ex-GI serves on the
education, resolutions and associate selection committees.

Ridder Contest
Names Winners
On the basis of current events,
knowledge and writing ability, two
$500 scholarships were awarded
to Ridder Journalism contest winners Friday.
Faculty of the department of
Journalism and Advertising judged
the entries of 36 high school students of the greater San Jose area.
Winners of the scholarship are
Gary Cavalli of Homestead High
School who plans to attend Stanford, and Diane Stephenson of
Mount Pleasanton High School
who will study at the University
of California, Berkeley in fall.

Students Honor
Management Prof
With Testimonial

The ’Peanuts’ Gang

Two student organizations recognized Prof. Jack Holland of the
School of Business for his contributions as adviser anti scholar ii
a testimonial dinner last Wedne,
day night at the Little New Yorker restaurant.
Prof. Holland, chairman of the
Department of Management, became a professor at SJS in 1948
and has been active as an adviser
to students.
The two student organizations
he currently advises, Society for
the Advancement of Management
and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
in conjunction with the School
of Business, sponsored the testimonial. In addition to the personal honor extended to Prof. Holland, an emergency scholarship
award for any upper division business student in need of financial
aid was set in his name.

Program Board’s
Schedule for Week
Photo by A.J. Dubiel
DAVID WILLIS gets ready for take -off on his 1887 Columbia
bicycle. He has to lean against a wall to climb on to the vehicle
and jumps off when he wants to stop. So far, he’s had three hard
falls but says that he’s getting better with experience. The sophomore industrial design major plans to restore the six feet tall
bike to its original condition.

High-Pedaling Cyclist
Has Parking Problem
fly CAROL SCHNEIDER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
David Willis always has trouble
when he tries to park his bike in
the racks near the women’s gym.
It seems that the 52-inch front
wheel won’t slide into the racks.
Willis’ mode of transportation
is an 1887 Columbia bicycle that
has a front wheel with a 52-inch
diameter and a smaller wheel
with an 18-inch diameter. The hike
is approximately 6 feet tall from
the bottom wheel to the top of
the handle bars.
"I get plenty of strange looks
when I ride it," the sophomore
industrial design major said.
"People aren’t used to seeing something as old as that from the past
riding around in the present."
"It’s a lot harder to ride than
a normal bike since it’s so tall. I
used to ride unicycles so that experience has helped me with my
balance a little bit, but I’ve still
taken about three hard falls on
this big bike. I have to lean
against a fence or wall to climb
on and jump off when I start."
Willis finally took the bike to
his home in Mountain View since
he had to drag it to his room on
the third floor of Allen Hall every
night to make sure it wouldn’t he
stolen. "It took up too much space
in the room, too, and was a big
distraction to everybody."
Willis recently bought the bike
to add to his bicycle collection
from an antique bicycle dealer in
San Jose. The dealer had pur-

chased it in Sacramento 25 years
ago.
He plans to rebuild it so that
It will look much like it did when
it was new. "I’ll disassemble all
the parts and then try to distinguish the wiginal color and
striping patterns, if any," he said.
’Then I’ll check to see if any
parts are missing. If some are
missing, I’ll have to try and find
some, which is almost impossible.
There just aren’t many of these
bikes or parts around so I’ll probably have to make the parts myself."
Besides the 1887 model, Willis’
collection includes an 1898 Racycle
with wooden wheels, a 1909
Racycle single cylinder motorcycle that does 35 miles per hour
at top speed. He also has a 30year-old Japanese bike.
Willis is attracted by antique
designs and gives that as his reason for collecting bikes. "All the
equipment is functional. There
aren’t any unnecessary items on
these antique bikes. The same is
true of antique autos."
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(Continued From Page 1)
FRIDAY
6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. -- Friday
Flick
"Von Ryan’s Express"
35 cents in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
8:15 pm.- -Play
"As You Like
It" --- College Theatre for 75
cents with ASH card.
9:00 p.m.--Spring Dance featuring
"Big Brother and the Holding
Company" plus "The Head
Lights" -- psychedelic. light
show. Civic Auditorium. Free
with ASH card.
SATURDAY
12:30 p.m.Weekend Co-Ree
Women’s Gym.
1:30 p.m.- -San Jose Invitational
South Campus Track
8:00 p.m.M.1PB Movie night featuring "Becket" and "Genghis
Khan." Morris Dailey Auditorium, 10 cents.
8:15 p.m.Play "As
You Like
It" College Theatre for 75
cents with ASH card.

Linus, Charlie Brown, Lucy
Assist in Sparta Life Sales
"Tuition or no tuition .. . that
is the question," yells Linus.
-Just like Danny Holman in
Sparta Life," announces Charlie
Brown.
"I’d rather die than not buy
Sparta Life." cries Lucy.
These and other sequences are
helping to promote the sale or
Sparta Life, campus feature magazine, today through Wednesday.
Although not a part of the magazine itself, the comic strip characters are being used on all the
Sparta Life promotional material.
A billboard, donated by the Foster and Kleiser Company, was positioned Friday at the south end
of Seventh Street. Display panels,
with Charles Schultz characters,
were put in place by the Sparta
Life staff.
PEANUTS PROMOTION
"The Peanuts character promotion, through the courtesy of
Schultz, represents different features in the summer issue," said
Claude Kent, Sparta Life promotion manager.
"One of the sequences shows
Charlie Brown throwing a football," he said. "He is representing
a feature on SJS quarterback
Danny Holman."
"Will Sparta Life help me?"
wonders Linus, standing in front
of Building K, psychological counselling center. The magazine features two coed.s. experiences in
the center.
Tips on European travel, by a
student who has traveled widely, Is
characterized by Snoopy who panders a globe and muses, "European travel . . ."

HAApiisin
Sp
Life)

+.

Photo by Al Dubiol
PEANUTS DEBUT Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy and Linus
made their SJS debut Friday with the help of Pat Cone (left),
Garret Walther, and Jackie Edenholm, Sparta Life staff members.
The cartoon characters are promoting the sale of the magazine.

the cartoons, while the editorial
and advertising staff painted. Garret Walther, advertising manager,
did the lettering.
"We decided to use the Peanuts
characters because they are wellCLASS EFFORT
known, and have a nice attitude
"It was a whole class effort in with the students," Kent said. "For
the promotion campaign," states this reason, they would be a good
Kent. "Ernie Kloetzli and I drew tie-in with the magazine."

Sparta Life can be purchased
at booths located at the billboard,
Spartan Bookstore, in front of the
Journalism Building and near the
Home Economics Building. Price
is 75 cents for one issue and .$1.25
for a two-issue subscription. Seniors
and subscription holders may pick
up their copy at the Journalism
Building booth.

1111111111111

Ed Pre-Reg
Pre-Registration for students In
elementary education, including
those in the obsevration/student
teaching blocks, Is scheduled for
Wednesday In ED331 between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.
Students in the observation/student teaching blocks will be free
to choose their own sections.

Pig
APPLE
1401
AND COFFEE

i1!tR3ON =PLAN!
Thursday. May 18, San Jose Civic. 8 p.m.
Also featuring the RAINY DAZE (Acapulco Gold),
The CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND and
the LEWIS and CLARK EXPEDITION.

Tickets Available at

Discorama Records
227 S. First St.
San Jose Civic Box Office
(From May 15 on)
Gail Sherman at Hoover Hall

We’ll exchange this apple for a delicious McDonald’s McNificent

Hot Apple Pie and cup of coffee. Clip ad, take to our downtown
McDonald’s at San Carlos and Third and enjoy our newest taste
treat today. No purchase necessary. Offer expires May 31, 1967.
(Unlit OM’ to a customer, please)

IvicDonaldise
90 East San Carlos Avenue at Third, San Jose
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Break American Mile Relay Record, Too

Tommie Leads SJS to 1:22.1 880 Clocking
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

FRESNO- The West
Coast Relays will officially
go in the books as a two-day
spectacular. but for 14,000
’ spectators it was really Plat

minutes.
That was the amount of
time needed for the SJS relay teatn of Ken Shackelford,
Bob Talmadge, Lee Evans
and Tommie Smith to set one
world record and establish
an American record in another event here Saturday.
35

You won’t fully appreciate
how well it’s made
unless it breaks down.

Paced by the tremendous 19.6
220 split by Smith, the Spartans
cut a full half second off the former 880 world standard. SJS was
officially clocked at 1:22.1, to
break the oldest existing record.
Abilene Christian had held the record for nine years with its 1:22.6
time in 1958.

Lucky for you, the Volkswagen was designed
by a bunch of dedicated pessimists. They spent a
fantastic amount of time making it easy to fix.
For most engine adjustments, the mechanic
simply lifts the rear hood and starts adjusting. All
the vital part, are out in the open where he can
get at them. So a carburetor overhaul, for instance, takes half as long land costs half as much)
on a VW as it does on a domestic car.
If the engine ever needs major surgery, the
mechanic just loosens 4 bolts and a few connections, and pulls the whole works out where they
can be worked on.
Even with complications, the entire operation
has never taken more than 45 minutes. lit takes
at least 2 or 3 times as long on most cars.)
A new front fender for a VW only costs $21.75.
Plus the cost of labor: 10 bolts off. 10 bolts on.
Pointing. Period.
So, if your VW ever breaks down, the reason
you won’t wait very long or pay vary much to
hove it fixed is that its so well made.
But chances are, it won’t break down at all.
For the very some reason.

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
17,60 North First St.

286-8800

San Jose, Calif.

FIRST TIME TOGETHER
To make the record stand out
even more, it was the first time
the tandem had ever run together.
In fact, for "Shack" it was the
first 220 out of the blocks in his
collegiate career, and he made his
debut a good one with a 21.4. He
put the Spartans into a lead that
was never threatened.
Talmadge, a sophomore, while
still in somewhat of a daze after
the race, commented, "This is my
fastest 220 ever." The red-haired
speedster toiled a quick 20.1 split.
The durable duo of Evans and
Smith continued the race against
the clock with Evans coming in
with a 21.0 to start Smith on his
19.6 journey, that, needless to say,
didn’t take long.
Only 35 minutes later, the same
Spartan tandem proceeded to top
the American record in the mile
relay with Evans, the defending
quarter-mile champion, living up
to the honor with an amazing 44.6
leg. SJS, timed at 3:03.5, clipped a
full second off the former American record held by Arizona State,
and missed the world record of

3:02.8 which was set by a Trinidad
national team last year.
"We get the mile record in the
Coliseum," the "double-shocked"
Shackelford stated. He was referring to the Coliseum Relays in Up,
Angeles set for June 3.
Shackelford, like Smith, a senior
at SJS, was clocked at 46.5 in his
quarter mile. while lead-off runner Talmadge had a 47.5, Smith
topped the fast relay with a 45.0
leg of his own.
KEY FACTOR
One of the key factors in the
race was the baton pass from Talmadge to Shackelford. Talmadge,
who had started to feel the effects
of the all-out effort in 880 relay,
was in third place at the start of
the toss, but by the time Shackelford had received it, the Spartans
were in first place.
Evans took the baton with a
small lead, but wasted little time
in widening it. The bushed runner
collapsed following his heat-but
just to get his wind back.
"The boys had been talking all
week about a world record," an
elated Bud Winter said. "It was
just a matter of doing it as they
were in the correct frame of mind."
COMPETITIVE GUYS
Assistant coach Tracy Walters
summed up the performance well
when he said, "There is no place
in the world where you can find
four more competitive guys than
these. World records just don’t
come that easily."
In capping his third appearance
for the Spartans in the WCR,
Smith was named the outstanding
performer of the meet.
Another bright spot for the
Spartans came in the two-mile run
when frosh distance star Ralph
Gamez ran his all-time best with
an 8:53.4. Gamez also beat highlytouted Rick Riley of Washington
State in the event. Tracy Smith
won the two-mile and he is expected to be on hand for the San
Jose Records meet this Saturday
at Spartan Field.
Rickey Rogers garnered a seventh in the 120 high hurdles and
was sixth in the long jump with
a mark of 24-5%. Dwight Tucker
took a sixth in the triple jump with
a leap of 49-4%.

ANOTHER WORLD RECORD-Lee Evans and
Tommie Smith get the latest words from coach
Bud Winter on the art of baton passing, and
Saturday in Fresno the pair added another
world record to their growing list. Evans had a
44.6 split in the mile relay, in which an Ameri-

Smith Boys, Evans and Host of Others
Set To Battle in Spartan Invitational Meet

The greatest assemblage of track
and field athletes ever seen in San
Jose will close out active competition on the current Spartan track
facility in the Spartan Invitational
Meet.
World record holders Tommie
Smith and Tracy Smith plus Lee
Evans, Clarence Johnson, Tom
Latta, Chris Papanicolaou, Dave
Maggard, Jack Yerman, Darrell
Horn, Bill Straub, Al Rockwell,
Dave Weill, and Phil Conley, all
immediately recognizable as the
bset in their events, are set for the
Saturday, May 20, competition.
.
.
.
.... .
Field events begin. at 1:30 with
running events at 1:35 a.m.
Two important "lasts" for SJS
will take place at 1:30 p.m.
It will be the fabulous Tommie
The Monkees are cooling to Smith’s final home appearance as
KIS! They are scheduled for a a collegian and the demise of the
concert May 27 In Spartan Sta- fast dirt track that has endured
dium, hut 300 part-time helpers the flying feet of Ray Norton,
b Dennis Johnson, Bob Poynter, Bob
are needed to handle the
that is expected before the event McMullin, Charlie Clark, Danny
can he staged.
Murphy and Ben Tucker. It will
Spartan Foundation, the or- be abandoned next year when the
ganization sponsoring the show, new Tartan nine lane all-weather
needs 200 ushers, 75 program track is but to use.
vendors, and 25 parking attendTwo events are natural features
ants.
and mile run -All persons Interested are --- the 440 dash
meet director Tracy Walurged to sign-up at the 31en’s although
ters has a lineup of classy perPhysical Education Office.
formers in all events.

Foundation Needs
Help for Mon kees

Surprise
Sale

elf

END OF SCHOOL YEAR

VAUGHN
Less than
Less than
ric

20% off
on all
teaching aids

paperbacks
hardbounds

study aids

textbooks

Less than

2
Pric

SUITS

Sportcoats

100.00 Now 49.33

39.50 Now 19.88
49.50 Now 24.63
59.50 Now 29.33
65.00 Now 32.33

Sweaters...

SLACKS._

10.95 Now 5.33
15.95 Now 7.88
24.95 Now 12.33

19 95 Now 9.88
22 95 Now 11.33
27.50 Now 13.63

A ri rst -ever meeting between
Smith and Evans over the quarter
could result, both athletes say, in
a world mark if all conditions are
right.
Neither man has lost a 440-yard
or 400-meter race since 1964 and
were rated first and third in the
world during 1966 with Evans on
top.
SIMILAR TIMES
Their career best times are similar - 45.8y and 95.2m for Lee
with Tommie at 45.7y and 45.3m.
Both joined Bob Frey and Theron
Lewis to snap the world 1600
meter relay mark with 44.5 and
43.8 legs, respectively.
In the mile run, several long distance runners, led by Tracy Smith,
are stepping down to challenge
the 4 -minute barrier, never broken
on the SJS track.
Smith. running for the Pasadena
AC, has a mile hest of 4:06.8 run
in 1965. He will face severe challenges from marathoner Tom Laris
of the New York AC and Dartmouth, who shows a best el’ 4:04.3;
Pasadena AC’s Joe Lynch with a
4:06 indoors; Ed Dean of the Athens
Club with a 4:07 this year and a
4:02 career top; Bill Straub, NCAA
three-mile and 5.000m record holder while at West Point, with a
4:09 mile best; newcomer Wally
Mattingly (4:111 of the Cal Froth
and Rich Klemmer (4:12) of SJS.
All three jumps look strong
with four 7-footers in I he high
it nap led by Cal’s Clarence Johnson, a freshman who last week
went 7-3% for the world’s fourth
best effort.
Jim Brown of Santa Clara Youth
Village, Ed Johnson of SJS and
Gene Johnson of Athens all have
topped 7 feet.
FACES ROGERS
Athens’ Darrell Horn with a career best of 26-’2 in the long jump

SPECIAL

SLEEVE
Sl’ORT AND DRESS SHIRTS
5.95 NOW ... 2.88
6.95 NOW . . . 3.33
7.50 NOW . . . 3.63
Many other items at Less than 1/2 price

SANS CHOI?

faces SJS’ Rickey Rogers as the
top attraction.
In the triple jump Horn at 52-4,
Todd Gaskill of Athens at 50-14,
SCYV’s Les Bonds at 51-10 and
Lincoln Jackson at 50-2 plus SJS’
Dwight Tucker at 50-Vi, and Rogers at 50-0 provide extremely stiff
competition.
Two special events are being
held for the express purpose of
establishing records.
The 3,000 meter race walk features SJS student Tom Dooley of
Athens who ranks third nationally
and is the 50 kilometer and 20 kilometer junior national walk champion facing challenge from teammate Bill Ranney who has bettered
the 2000m record with a 9:06.4
timing,
Distance runners will have a
field day with the six and threemile races to be held.
LANGDON’S FIRST TRY
In the six-mile, Chris Miller’s
very fast 29:50.4 nation-leading
clocking will be pursued by SJS
cross country stars Byron Lowry
and Jim Sullivan I now with the
West Valley TCt plus Bill Langdon’s first attempt at this distance.
Gary Van of Sunnyvale and the
Athens Club, also is entered. The
19-year-old has been 80 per cent
blind from birth but is an active
competitor in distance events.
In the three-mile, the top three
Nor Cal collegiate freshmen will
Ralph Gamez of SJS,
tangle
Bob Walden of California and
(’hack Men/ of Stanford. They
first must better Rich Delgado of
Athens who was the 1966 PAAU
champ at the distance.
The sprints feature two "comers"
in Menzies Campbell, former British Olympian, and SJS frosh
Frank Slaton. Evans may double
back in the 220 where he has run
20.9.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

snoirr

CMS WILCOMt

"right on campus"

Price

55.50 Now 27.63
79.50 Now 39.33
89.50 Now 44.33

-Today Only-

Spartan Bookstore

1/2

SALE

1/2

can record was set, and Smith had a 19.6 leg
in the record shattering 880 relay team. Winter,
in the meantime, was going through the customary tensions that accompany a world record
coach.

Sweaters
liew+11.1r

Rll Glift

Now 69c

AT SATHER GATE
UNIVEIISITY MEN’s MEWS

SAM SlitskiSCO. OlOoltrv. LOS SWUM HALM
.40 ALTO 1M IOW loSSAL0410. LUCAS

125 SOUTH FOURTH

Golden West Cleaners
25 S.

3rd Street

292-1052
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Four .300 Hitters

MVP Bessa Leads Horsehiders in Stats
By JOON JACKSON
other player. Ile led the team
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
with 21 runs batted in and was
Most valuable player John Bessa I also tops in bases on halls with 20.
Valconesi, a competent receiver
led Spartan baseballers not only
who plugged the gap when coin the field, but also in the scorecaptain Al Taylor was hurt,
book, according to the final 1967 pounded out 21 hits in 70 official
statistics.
at bats for an even .300 mark.
A quiet competent leader both He was chosen by his teammates
;n the field and at the plate, Bessa as the must improved player on
led the Spartans in batting aver- Else team.

MVP
Shortstop John Bessa was chosen by his teammates as
the most valuable player on the 1967 Spartan baseball team.
A right-hand hitter, Bessa led the team in batting average,
homeruns, doubles, hits, runs scored and times at bat.

Intramural Announcements
SOFTBALL
The Slug Hunter’s outscored
Sigma Alpha Mu 22-16 Thursday
in the feature game of the first
round of the slow pitch playoffs.
Allen Hall downed Alpha Tau
Omega No. 2 10-2 in the only
other slow pitch contest.
Eric Beaudilcofer’s no-hitter led
Sigma Phi Epsilon to a 10-2 romp
over Theta Chi in Thursday’s
Fraternity League fast pitch play.
Delta Upsilon edged Delta Sigma
Phi in a seven inning affair, by
scoring three runs in the seventh.
The losers also rallied, but fell
short as they came up with only
two scores.
Other fast pitch games were
Kappa Sigma 12 Lambda ChiAlpha 10, ATO over Sigma Alpha
Epsilon by forfeit, Theta Xi 8

Sigma Pi 4, Sigma Chi 12 Sigma
Nu 4.
Quarterfinals in the slow pitch
playoffs will be played tomorrow
afternoon on the South Campus
fields.
VOLLEYBALL
The coed volleyball tourney will
be decided this evening with final
play beginning at 6:15 in PER.
Four teams are still in the battle
for the title.
The teams of Tim McElwy 1-1
Rosalee O’Day and Tim Holman
1-1 Sue Kaiser are in the winners
bracket, while Steve BrennanRosann Ashen and Greg Davies Carolyn Cervantes are in the
losers bracket.
It is double elimination play so
any one of the four teams has a
good shot at the title.

oiscouros
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GROOVY SOUND SALE
IN OUR RECORD DEPT.!
RCA VICTOR presents
New & Recent Releases
kkEIDATIC P11111W

They’re Surrealistic,
Psychedelic, and
slightly Sensational.
"The Jefferson Airplane takes Off"
en d "Surrealistic
Pillow"

riefif

r

viith 12 hits in 44 trips to the
plate.
Luke. a sophomore outfielder
who is also a candidate for the
varsity football team, batted .264.
and provided much needed power
to the SJS attack in the late
season. He finished with three

tao home’ 1111th and eight
runs batted in.
Taylor, hampered by a series
of injuries most of the season,
still hit .269, and provided a
steadying influence on the team
when he was in the line-up.
Brandi,
improved
the
most
doUblitn,

player from a year ago, batted
unly .222. but filled a big hole at
third base, and contributed important clutch hits. He also led
the team with two triples.

GIRLS!
Free Training

age, .349; homeruns, 3; doubles, 5;
Christansen, who played some
hits, 30; at bats, 86; and runs infield on last year’s freshman
scored, 13.
team, batted only 13 times, but
His teammates recognized his had 5 hits for a .119.5 batting mark.
Other top hitters on this year’s
contributions by choosing him as
varsity were Tony Hernandez,
their most valuable player.
Bessa was one of four Spartan George Tattler, Fred Luke, Taylor
.300 hitters this season. The others and Tom Brandi. Second baseman
are first baseman Bart Spina, Hernandez, last year’s most valucatcher Ray Valconesi and pitcher able player, had what was for him
a very ordinary season, but still
Rod Christansen.
Spina, a former regular at hit .280 and drove in eight runs.
Free from the foot injury that
Santa Clara, spent the first part
of the season drifting around in plagued him last season, Hernandez
displayed surprising speed on
the Spartan line-up. Once established at first base, he began con- the base paths, tying Bob Btu-rill
sistently clubbing the ball, and for the team lead in stolen bases
finished with 22 hits in 72 at bats with five.
for a .310 average.
Taufer, a first baseman conAn exciting player to watch, verted
to a pitcher midway
3pina appeared in 29 of the Spar- through the season, contributed a
ans’ 31 games, more than any .273 average to the SJS cause,

Available

Quality service

NOW

Expert repairs
Convenient

location

Full or Part-time work

Special offer to our customers!

Giving Product
Demonstrations

We will give every Paragon VW patron a free pass to
Fox Bayshore Drive-in Theater. Offer expires May 31,
1967.

For Appointments
Call 225-3060

Paragon Volkswagen Service
646 Atnerais Aye,
at Royal
See Jose

(Open Saturdays)
295-8425

MINAMENTION
ASSOCIATES
Fourth of a series

Look into 011ie Stafford’s eyes.
llie Stafford was an average
reader. He poked along at a
slow 292 words per minute. For
most people who read that slowly
and most people doit is a problem. For 011ieit was a catastrophe.
lll 011ie Stafford is an insurance
salesman. His job requires daily
extensive reading of technical
bulletins on tax and law, heavy
correspondence, and stacks of
miscellaneous reading material
related to his work.
"Last June my back, was
against the wall," says 011ie. "I
had to read and understand volumes of material and still spend
eight hours a day in the field. I
was swampedand completely
discouraged."
’ T Although 011ie Stafford was
highly skeptical, he attended a
free Reading Dynamics demonstration. At the demonstration,
011ie saw a motion picture with
impressive testimonials from men
in high public office who had
taken the course. He participated
in a personal reading test, the results of which were known only
to him. He was informed that the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute makes a firm GUARANTEE that its students will increase their reading efficiency at
(cast three times. After an illus-

They read 2,616 words
per minute. They do
not skim. It all started
at a free Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics
Demonstration.
tratcd lecture, he joined the audience in asking candid questions about the techniques and
rewards of Reading Dynamics.
Ea At the free demonstration, 011ie discovered that thousands of Northern California
students had enrolled in the Reading Dynamics coursein fact, more than twice the enrollment of Stanford University. He learned that
the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course
is the definitive rapid reading course in the
world today.

MI Encouraged, but still pessimistic, 011ie enrolled. Step-bystep as the course progressed,
011ie found his eyes no longer
reading word -by -word or even
sentence-by -sentence. Instead, he
visually lifted whole chunks of
material from the printed page.
As he began to master the Reading Dynamics techniques, 011ie’s
eyes would move rhythmically
down the pages and through volumes of material at a greater
speed than he ever imagined possible. His eyes did not skimthey
left nothing out, indeed, his comprehension increased. Eight weeks
later at the end of the course, 011ie
Stafford’s reading speed and comprehension was carefully measured. On difficult material, test
results showed that he could read
2,616 words per minuteover
eight times faster than his starting
speed. On novels and other light
reading, his rate was higher. Now
he can read an average novel in
thirty minutes with complete
understanding and thorough enjoyment.
EZ/ Look into 011ie Stafford’s
, eyes. You will see a confidence and
a sparkle that was not there before.
Now look into yourself. Search
yourself and decide if now is the
time for you to attend a Reading
Dynamics demonstration.

Tuition Increases Effective June 1Register Now for Summer Classes!

Sounds
Psyche
cup oi lea, turn on

They’re new and very
"Two For The Road"
, ., ,corn by Henry Mancini;
"Latin In The HornAl Hirt:
"Through European Windows"
McKuen.
Rod

class which starts before December 1, 1967, at the current rate
and save. Enrollments for summer classes are being offered now.

The Reading Dynamics Institute will increase its tuition on
June 1,

1967. Anyone registering by May 31 can enroll in any

See Free Demonstration This Week

Or you can always try son,
"The Mr,
thing intellectual
or "Mote Of The Mo.,
kecs .
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Riekey’s Hyatt House

Hyatt House
Tues., Apr. 18, 8:00 p.m.
Thurs., Apr. 20, 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Apr. 22, 10:30 a.m.

Tues., 1pr. 18, 8:00 p.m.
Thurs., .pr. 20. 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Apr. 22, 10:30 a.m.

tyjn

Ike tedst.

lot
’.5IC Iron, Fance
Oboe and Orchestra
T.’e Heitota
Piatigorskv
Cnncer1SConcarto in A

NOW SATURDAY DEN1ONSTRATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

S. -.phone No. 4, Op. 29
The

Inetainquishable’l

Orchestral

Sr

No,

2

MONO List Price 3.79

1.97

POPLPM/LSP SERIES

STEREO list Price 4 79

2.47

CLASSICSLM/LSC SERIES
CLASSICSLM/LSC SERIES
woo.

Set

POPLPM/LSP SERIES

MONO List Price 4.79
STEREO List Price 5.79

h Oar Canrrnient Lorationm in Oakland,
Nan Jose. Pliamant lull.Sunnyrale,
Synth Nan Franriwo, North Sacramento,
South Sacramento and Fronno

,t,,),EcLcitaTTA22,11ACIU:2::1 & SAVE

2.47
2.77

%%rood
MAIL
Reeding Dvnainim Institute, 1:40. IS COUPON
min as , 0a1,1.ind, Cal. 94612 TODAY
14411
11 Plrae ,cild de ...Unice folder and schedule of
cl.ises ir, niv aria.
Please send information on company dams.
Please have your indu,trial development reirr,entathe contact rile.
5.1440

Ekte in ti

The Fs elvn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute offers special group programs to
business, private schools and recognized
organizations. These group classes are
tailored to your specific needs and schedules. Contact the Reading Dynamics
office which is nearest you for additional
information or references on the nany
firms and organizations we have served
in this way.

EVELYN WOOD

READING
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SOS THF.RN (-AI I FORNIA OFFICES
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Yes, Doc . . . Beep, Beep, Flash .
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College Students
CAN YOU READ 1,000
WORDS PER MINUTE
WITH GOOD COMPREl’ENc_AON?
CAN YOU READ AND CONTROL COLLEGE -LEVEL
MATERIAL?
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO
ORGANIZE YOUR STUDY
TIME?
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO
TAKE COLLEGE EXAMINATIONS?

tape tapped

years in the future. The only difference is that the domor is a
fourth or fifth generals’
puler with a cure for s’N
from "the blahs" to II,
A computer that can carry on
a therapy session with a mixedup patient is not science fiction,
according to Don Erickson. sitpervision and head programmer
of the computer center at SJS.
In about five years the computer will be reading our minds.
Now. Stanford and MIT students ale pitting their eomputers
against each other for competition chess. said Erickson. The
winner will play a Russian computer.
lie said that computer-assisted
instruction has become a well established fact and that computers are making programs for
other computers and even designning more advanced computers.
The earliest computers are

Erickson, a graduate from SJS

YOU . . .
TRAINEE
(various fields)
SALES
ENGINEERING
SECRETARIAL
CLERK/TYPIST
RECEPTIONIST
and many more
If you have the

ABILITY . . .
SHOWING PERFECT SKATING FORM is David Comb, senior
business management major. David had incorporated a trampoline
into his skating act and will be using it in h;s rout;ne as a star

Let us make you
AVAILABLE!

286-3969

Swenson Bldg.
Validated Parking

-FOUNDRemarkable New Coin-Op Wash
For Your Car & Engine
71/2 Minute Time Cycle
(Manager Guarantees Results)

COIN -OP WASH
24 Hr. Servic

1090 N. 10th Si.

by MEGAN KNOX
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Jumping from the ice to a
trampoline, doing front and back
somersaults and vaulting back
down again may be a long way
from business management, but
it is enough to eatn star billing
in the 1968 Shipstaul and Johnson Ice Follies.
David Comb, senior business
management major, will join the
skating troupe after his graduation from SJS in June.
Comb got the idea of using the
trampoline while in college, lie
has been ice skating for 10 years,
but "did not have an active interest until six or seven years
ago."
Comb skates on racing skates

I Solemnly swear
to take a break
for .. .

Culture and
- r Confusion
-

(College Union Program Board Week)

TODAY

through

May 20

instead of the usual figure
skates. Racing skates are longer and more stable than figule
skates, thus making manuervribility and figure skating in gcneral, more difficult.
Comb usually practices one
to two awl a half hours each
day, but in preparation for the
Ice Follies he has begun to practice almost five hours a clay.
Afternoons and evenings he
spends at the Bel-Arena Ice
Skating Rink in Belmont.
"Skating is quite a change
from the academic life. I love
to skate, it is quite a challenging experience, but I don’t want
to do it all my life." stated
Comb.

Regalia Rental
Today is the last day to rent
academic regalia for Commencement. Those desiring to do so
should contact
Mrs.
Drew
Rhoton in the Spartan Bookstore.

It’s the Season
for Spivey’s
Picnic Box
Special "to go"
Breasted chicken, 4
big, delicious pieces
French friesroll and
buttercookies from
our own bakery!
MON.-TUES.-WED.

$1.19

’’A week of activity open to the entire campus community."
CHICKEN ONLY:

FRED SMOOT

Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
In the Cafeteria

World Famous Comedian
from TV’s "Wackiest Ship-

EDWARD KEATING

Tonight 8 p.m. Morris Dailey

"The Radical View of America"

Another reports. "My girl
friend, with whom I had been
ping steady for three years,
and I had a class together. We
both had a paper due and neither
of us was prepared. Beginning
the Wednesday the paper was
due, my girl friend and I
skipped class. When we came
back we told the professor
that we had gotten married and
were out on our honeymoon.
We got A’s in the class."
whether
the y
Professors,
make allowances for original
excuses or not, do remember
and chuckle over them. Jack
Smolensky, professor of health
and hygiene, recalled, "One guy

Ex -Editor of Ramparts

BIG BROTHER AND THE HOLDING COMPANY

Friday Night!

$1.09

Served every night

STEAK RIGATONI
GARLIC BREAD

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE
Life Insurance Companies vary in
their performance and results. Before you purchase, why not investigate our IBM ledger and industry comparison ...

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

$1.92

MANNY’S
CELLAR

Mon.-Thurs.:
5-9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.:
5-10 p.m.

175 W. St. John
286-5990

Robert T. Heckley C.L.U.
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
San Jose

294-5660

Assnnin

A funny thing happened ...
family and I stayed home with
her since she was upset. What
I didn’t tell the teacher was
that the death was that of a
dog."
Love and ,marriage can he
blamed too. "I phoned the pro--

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
SCREEN ’67$399
Fr
o
m
SCENES
flnr state collg

292-6778

"CASINO ROYALE"
plus
"THE CORRUPT ONES"
Student Discount Rates

TROPICAIRE

students, faculty and their immediate families)

Flom ’os Angles to London:
via 701 Jet
Rem Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet 184371

N. Scree,

1969 Alum Rock
"IN LIKE FLINT"
plus
"THE QUILLER MEMORANDUM"

"HOMBRE" with Paul Newman

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
18476.501 Group flight.

June 15Sept. 6

Aug. 30

Air and land arrangements by:

1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

Not state collage sponsored or controlled.

Clara St.

plus

San Jose

"THE LIQUIDATORS"
Drive
In
Alma II Vine

EL RANCHO
294.2141

June 17-Aug. 29
June 20-

Prof. David Maga

s

June 13 -Sept. 5

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Pads:
($476.50) Group flight.

Call or Write

TROPICAIRE s.

inc. fax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT

STUDIO
396 Seet6 First

1969 Alum Rock
535 E. Santa

slept late because a friend of
his was having a baby. They
never made it to the hospital
and he had to assist in the delivery in a car. So he was
sleepy."
Joe Swan, associate professor
of journalism, reports, "I got a
phone call from one of my
women students: ’I won’t be in
school today --- my horse got
loose and is up in the east foothills and I have to go catch

Examine the insurance company
before it examines you.

SPARTAN
DINNER
SPECIAL

Business Student ’Flips’
Into Ice Follies Troupe

8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

READING IMPROVEMENT
COURSES
375 Town & Country Village
San Jose, Calif.

Excuses, excuses, excuses’’’
Students come up with all
sorts of them.
Would you tell a professor you
missed his class "because your
lectures leave me with the same
animal excitement one derives
from shuffling a deck of cards?"
A junior social science major
claims she said that. She didn’t,
however, tell what her instructor’s reaction was.
A graduate student confessed:
"I cut class one day and found
out that we had a test in the
class. I wrapped my leg and
foot up, rented some crutches
and told the teaches’ that I had
been in a car accident. It
worked:"
A senior art major said, "I
told my P. E. teacher that my
roommate had ;i death in her

lessor and told him I couldn’t
take the exam because my fiancee had run off with another
man anti I was quite upset,"
stated one student.

in Shipstad and Johnson’s Ice Follies next year.

Coast to Coast

ing the staff of the campus computer center.

Would You Believe a Lost Car?
How About a Runaway Horse?
by JUDIE DECKER Mali
CAROL (iRINAtiElt

avaiiABILITY

wilt a B.S. in electrical engineering, worked at IBM before join-

five -year-old Robb Reiling,
1984 MAY NOT BE FAR OFF
whose daddy attends SJS, looks dubiously at the IBM machine
that one day may do his homework or be his family doctor.

openings are waiting for

777 N. First St.

tea_

All computers don’t solve the
same problems at the same speed.
A color-bkvk problem that the
SJS eomputer solved in 5.5 hours
took a Imre in’ is -in computer
’2.5 seeonds to solve. The same
ol.lem would probably have
taken a ntan several years.
Another advance, said Erickson, is a computer which projects
three-dimensional figures on a
screen. This is used by engineers.
As the engineer draws an object,
the screen projects it three dimensionally, he said.

Permanent or Temporary

SC. valley Personnel Agency

called "first generation" computers, and the present ones "third
generation.- The leap Irons generation to generation is taken
advance
a significant
when
proves workable.

,

ATTENTION
JOB HUNTERS

The READAK COLLEGE
SPEED READING COURSE is
open only to COLLEGE STUDENTS and others reading at a
College level. The tuition fees
are very reasonable. Daytime
and evening classes are available. Classes are held at 375
Town and Country Village, San
Jose. All students are tested
FREE of charge prior to enrollment.
For further details or to enroll call
MR. FLYNN or MR. DANIEL at
READAK-248.7674

(Reebak)

ticker

in rhythm at an unlimited supply
of white paper. On the floor a
mass of ribbon had already accumulated under his chair as he
softly spoke into the mike on
the table.
"Well, yesterday I was ironing
my shirt when I had the sudden
desire to burn myself.
"Beep. Beep. Beep.
"Yeah, the shirt too, Doctor,
and later I purposely slammed
my finger in the front door.
Beep. Beep. Beep.
"Masochist, you say. But that’s
impossible. We cured that last
session, remember?
"Beep. Beep. Beep.
"Oh, latent masochism, I see."
The scene is, naturally, psyabout five
chiatrist’s office

Alabama.

Why not give yourself a break
. . . A RF:ADAK C’OLLEGE
SPEED READING COURSE
could be of tremendous value to
you at this point in your academic career. The course covers
all of the techniques of rapid
reading, overviewing. phrase
reading, note taking, article
analysis, hand pacing, etc. Results are guaranteed. Many students triple and even quadruple
their beginning reading rates
while maintaining good comprehension. READAK has given
this COLLEGF: SPEED READING COURSE at some of the
finest schools in the country,
The READAK course also covers COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS.
You learn how to organize your
time, how to prepare for and
take examinations, how to take
notes, how to study various college courses in the areas of science, math, history and literature. Use of mnemonic and
memory aids will also be developed.

AU(iUSTIN

red, green and yellow. A steady
electric hum set the air vibrat-

Epsilon is celebrating the fra-

If your answer to any of these
questions Is NO. you may find
yourself "snowed under" with
school work. Your outside reading assignments are long and
difficult. Laboratory periods
term papers, athletic and social
commitments take more and
more of your time. You soon
discover that there are not
enough hours in the day to do
all the things you have to do
and want to do.

Joyel:

lights on the panel flashed

I Need Help

James Bond ’007’ In
"CASINO ROYALE"
Plot
"THE CORRUPT ONES"

Please send me information on charter flights to Europe.
Name
Address
City
Phone

Bard’s Play
Ends Gaily
For Couples
Shakespeare’s plays have
brought great joy to the world
for many years - in the theatre,
in the library and in the classroom.

of
al
eas
or
a
in
ot
it eh

But the playwright wrote his
masterpieces primarily to amuse
an audience in a theatre. So the
upcoming SJS production of "As
You Like It" is putting Shakespeare where he belongs - on
the stage.
The play, which is the first
Shakespeare work done on campus in more than three years,
will be presented -by the Drama
Department on Friday and Saturday and again Wednesday,
May 24 through Saturday, May
27.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. in
the College Theatre.
"The staging of ’As You Like
It’ will give the students an
intimate acquaintance with the
Bard’s work," explains Dr. Paul
W. Davee, the play’s director.
Davee has been holding informal readings and rehearsals of
the play since April 10.
The five acts of "As You Like
It" will be performed as a continuous unit with just one intermission, according to Dr. Davee.
Shakespeare, in writing "As
You Like It," made the power of
patience and self-command the
panacea for the earth’s ills and
the injustice of fortune.
The story centers around lovers, courtiers, and moralists living at ease. There are threats
of tragedy in the beginning but
they are soon overcome by purity, truth and health which resolve the baser designs of men
Into harmless fantasies,
The story ends with a quadruple wedding. The four merry
couples include Orlando (Gary
Bothurn) and Rosalind (Judith
Anderson); Oliver (LeRoy Julien) and Celia (Terry Somodi);
Touchstone (Ken Kopec) and
Audrey (Penny Campagna) and
Silvius (Paul Myrvold) and
Phebe (Kathy Espinoza).
Tickets can be purchased at
the College Theater Box Office
for $1.50 general admission and
75 cents for students.

Monterey Awaits
Pop Festival
The Monterey International
Festival of Pop Music, a three
day event in June at the Monterey State Fairgrounds, will
feature the Association, the
Beach Boys, the Byrds, the Jefferson Airplane and the Mamas
and Papas, among others!
The Festival, run as a nonprofit organization by a top pop
Board of Governors, will take
place June 16-18. All talent appearing in the Festival have
agreed to perform without fee.

Ticket prices range from $6.50
per box seat to $3.50 per bleacher seat. The Festival offices are
located at 8428 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, from whom
ticket order blanks may be obtained.

?tWMiNIN M

TAKING A BREAK from rehearsals for tomorrow night’s Faculty
Quartet recital are, from left, Dr. Gibson Walters, Albert Gillis,
Miss Aiko Onishi and Donald Homuth. The recital, at 8:15 in
Concert Hall, is free.

Gibson Walters. head of the
music department, is composed
of pianist Miss Aiko Onishi,
lecturer in music, violist Albert

Gillis and cellist Donald
Homuth, associate professors, of
music, and Dr. Walters on
violin.
They will perform Beethoven’s
"Quartet in E Flat Major" and
Brahmx’ "Quartet in G Minor"
for piano and strings.
Beethoven was a leader in
establishing the true chamber
music style. It originated as
entertainment to be performed
in the home, and the intimacy
of the setting requires great refinement of each instrument.
The "Golden Age" of chamber
music was in the Classical era.
Though Brahms lived in the
Romantic era. in his chamber
music he mastered the tone of
Intimate communion so essential to the form. His chamber
works are marked by a blend of
lyricism and introspection.
Quartet founder Dr. Walters
also organized the SJS Faculty
Trio and helped found the Sant:
Clara Philharmonic Orchestra,

Palo Alto and Santa Cruz.
Baird is studying under concert pianist Miss Aiko Onishi.
SJS visiting lecturer in music
from Tokyo University. Ile previously studied under the late
SJS professor of music Dr.
Thomas Ryan.

"Sonato No. 28 in A Major,"
Schubert’s "Sonata in B-flat
Major" and Chopin’s "Ballade
No. 4 in F Minor."
Baird’s performance last year
of Brahms’ "D Minor Piano
Concerto" with the SJS Symphony was telecast on Channel
11 and received a standing ovation from the audience.
He recently received a fellowship from the University of
Washington, where he will work
on his Ph. D. in music.
During his senior year in
1966, Baird received the SJS
Music Department’s "Outstanding Student" and "Outstanding
Performance" awards, and a departmental honor for music
from the Associated Students.

Clarks the Boot
That’s Become a
Living Legend!

Sc

2 Bars ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser ......

Sc

Crest large size

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

Created in England, famous Clarks Deserrt Boot
has made boots a wardrobe ’must’ for today’s up-

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

to-the-minute manl Rugged brushed leather on the
outside with flexible genuine crepe soles, Here are

4th 11, WIlliam
6th & Keyes
141111 I Treat
13th & Jolley

esp.

sp CLIP & USE

211: HOURS OF ROLLER SKATING FUN
includes admission & skates

50c

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Wednesday & Thursday nights
8 - 10:30 p.m.

SKATE ARENA
1525 Almaden Expressway
(next to El Rancho Drive-in)

Vototd9.0.1

’60 VW with rebuiit engine and transmission. Ready for psychedelic paint job.
Call 286-8158.
’57 PONYIAC, excellent condition. 64.000
miles. V-8. automatic. $225. Call weekends end evenings 258-9214.
’66 HONDA 90. Excellent condition.
Only 1600 miles old. Must sell $275.
248-5958.
1962 STUDEBAKER GT HAWK. Original
owner. Clean, low mileage, new interior.
$700. 287-0428.
’57 FAIRLANE 4 door, automatic, power
steering. New universal, shocks, ball
joints.. Excellent condition. Extra power.
Call 248.9466.
’63 VW. EXCELLENT condition. Pric,.
$1100. Call 292.1825 after 5 p
VW DUNE BUGGY. New engine. Flo
tutor tires. Legal for Ole street. $600.
287.1609 after 6 p.m.
1963 TRIUMPH 6T 660cc. $550 or reo
sonable offer. Call between 4-7 p.m. or
after II per. 286-3721.
’66 VW SQUAREIACK. 4.300 miles
white, seat belts, roof rack, seat covers
$2100. Prof. Meg.. Ext. 2562 or 264-9275.
1957 AUSTIN HEALEY. Red with wire
wheels, overdrive. radio & heater, and
new fop. $650 or offer. 287-0953.
SERVICE FORCES SALE of Honda Hawk
olus extras. Best offer. Call often 4 p.m
248-3394

MOTOROLA STEREO with detachable
speakers. Has two new diamond needles.
StO or offer. 286-8158.
PEUGEOT BICYCLE - Brand New $75.
Large frame. Phone 225-0220.
TYPEWRITER. $15. Slant-top desk, $15.
Call after 5 p.m. 292-4209.
ONE-WAY PLANE TICKET. Brussels to
Oakland. Jet flight. Full price $220
August 29, Call 379-2008 utter 6.
HELP WANTED

boots built to take it, and look good, tool 11114.95

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
DOWNTOWN 71 S. 1st Si.
o’dan 9 a.m, daily
until 9 p01 Mon. & Thurs.
other Jos until 5.J0 p.m.
VALIDATES) PARKING

3059
.
9.30
9.31) I.
Gay 90’s Oh.

4 It

%..

private parties

0

available

295-2787
Expires June 1, 19675

ANROUNCEMENTS Ill

FOR SALE 131

Vic

Puritan Oil Co.

2 Persons-$100.00
3 Persons-$112.50
4 Persons-$120.00
Sait manager, apartment # I
04,..696644,66646.6664,60~osomemmotoord
Furnished
2 Bedroom
2 Bath

Spartan Daily Classifieds

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 104
2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c

Summer Rates

Deluxe Apartments

AMWMWWMWW?tWete

10c

24c

508 S. 11th St.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
iJLH
ffl,ev

15’
1 lox Cheer Soap

THE STATE HOUSE

FOLKSINGER OR PIANO PLAYER i:r
HOUSING 151
Friday & Saturday nights. Contact Ski
at Duke of York Pub, 297-9920, 577 W.
APARTMENTS FURNISHED
NEWLY
$245 ROUND TRIP JET New York.Lon- Alma.
now renting for summer & fall. 2 and 3
don June 15 -September 6 and June II.
& furniture. extraOF
’67
carpets
CLASS
new
bedrooms,
SeptemberII. M. French 1714) 629.4991
& bedrooms.
or write for information c/o 987$ Santa Here’s an unusually fine opportunity. large kitchen, living rooms,
party room with
fireplaces,
We’re looking for an individual for our pool, sundeck.
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.
sales organization. This is dignified ca- color TV. $25-37.50 a month per person.
SAILING ADVENTURE. Caribbean, share reer selling, representing a financial in- 215 S. 12th, 297-4673; 470 S. 11th
expenses. Airma.l. yacht Fairwinds. Mor stitution. A prestige product.
High 295-2242. 298-0666.
ean’s Harbour, Port Royal, JAMAICA.
commission. Guaranteed high income COLLEGE GRAD - amateur artist will
$401 LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM round during 21/2 -year training course. If you’re share 2 bedroom, 4-plex apartment with
trip JET June 25-September 5. Several graduating from college and looking male in 20’s with like interest. $35 month.
seats available. Alliance Francaise c/o around for the right thing. let’s talk it 3075 Pearl #4. 264-2141.
SIERRA TRAVEL, 9875 Santa Monica over. Don Roller, C.L.U., General Agent.
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.. HOUSE FOR RENT. 4-bedrooms. fully
Blvd., Beverly Hills. 12131 274-0729.
furnished, quiet. Large garage & lots of
286-4010.
COEDS: TALL DARK and handsome.
storage. 2 blocks to SJS. $185. Available
battle-hardened, but lonely Marine in PROF’S WIFE NEEDS girl with trans- June IS. For information, call 252-4247.
Vietnam would like you to write because oortation for light housework Tuesday &
2 WORKING GIRLS AGES 20 eed 23
if he doesn’t get any mail pretty soon Thursday. $1.25 hour. 252-3801.
want 2 roommates about same age. Call
his heart is going to be broken. Thank
K-11 TEACHERS WANTED
297-8547. 1093 Owsley Ave, Apt. A.
you very much. Tony Patrick, Comm Plt,
TEACHFOR
A
LOOKING
ARE
YOU
GIRLS WANTED to rent 3 -bedroom
H & S Co. 3rd LVT, 1st Mar Div, FPO,
ING POSITION IN A MODERN GROW- house for summer. $150 per month for
SMART STUDENTS SAVE
S.F. 96602.
ING SCHOOL SYSTEM? ... Consider four. 423 S. 12th or call 287-1079.
UP TO 55%
AVIATION TRAINING
Fairfield School District.
NO CONTRACT. 1, 2, or studio apartON CAR INSURANCE *
Academic Excellence
Contact College Placement Office for ments. Summer rates. Furnished or unSummer Programs
25% discount for studrda with
details or Fairfield School District, 1025 furnished. 48 5. 4th. 292-7852.
Oakland International 562-3482
3.0 average during the FALL ;
Delaware St., Fairfield, Calif. 94533.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share an
SIERRA ACADEMY
SEMESTER.
SALARY - beginning salary with Cali- apartreen’t in -Santa Barbara area this
OF AERONAUTICS, INC.
10% discount for driver’s trainfornia Standard Credential. $6,576.
summer. 298-1598.
ing.
6,Ulumm-,IVE 121
10% discount for compact
cars.
’59 VW BUS. Mechanically good. Body
10% discount for two cars.
bruised. Paneled inside. $475. 286-8158.
PAUL SCOLA
’63 MIDGET ROADSTER. Excellent conState Farm Insurance Agent
dition. Luggage rack and many extras.
Res: 266-5908
$800. Call 292-3785 after 6 p.m.
Office: 378-4123
1966 HONDA CI 60 Excellent condition. $395. 9000 miles. Mike, 294-1357
after 5 p.m.
1966 HONDA 160 Scrambler. Excellent
for freeway and or dirt. $450 Cash or
best offer. Call 298-2684 after S.

"tee.

3 Hershey Bars

free of charge.

which he conducts and directs.
The Trio has performed hundreds of concerts throughout
the state.
Miss Onishi, newest faculty
member on the Quartet, is a
native of Japan and has been
lecturing here since last fall.
She attended Eastman School of
Music, where she received the
highest award bestowed in the
field of performance, the Artist’s
Diploma.

CIGS
Kleenex

Stay in the STATE this summer

lie has appeared as soloist
with
Monterey County
the
Symphony Orchestra, and has
presented recitals in San Jose,
Salinas, Watsonville, Saratoga.

Prof Quartet To Play’
Chamber music by Beethoven
and Brahms will be performed
tomorrow night by the Music
Department’s Faculty Quartet.
The program, at 8:15 in Concert
Hall, is free of charge.
The Quartet, founded by Dr.

,,,10-1-010000040401000.000,60,0114444,046100~.10-04~0640~

Pianist Due Baird. SJS student seeking his M. A. in music,
will give his graduate recital
Wednesday evening. The concert, at 8:15 in Concert Hall, is
Ile will perform Beethoven’s
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Graduate Recital Set for Wednesday
As Pianist Plays Classical Selections

sI

SCHOOL’S ALMOST OUT!
Part-time now-full-time summer. Salary.
loquiry for Saturday Evening Post. 2984479
TWA NEEDS a campus representative
to fly as a stewardess from June 12
to September 18. If you are interested,
please roniari Sandy 294-8602.
DRIVES FOR ICE Cream truck. Male
up to 60. Full or part-time. Good cote
mossion. 358 N. Montgemery, S.J. Call
9 to II a.m. 297.4228.
_ Mr. _Green.
SITTER. MUST LIKE children, 2-5 pm,
until June IS, full-time summer. West
side. 379-1937. Onw transportation.
NEED NEAT, PERSONABLE, wellvoomed
girls for full dr part-time - sales work.
Commission. WF WILL TRAIN. Call
275 30hfl
LOCATION - Fairfield, rapidly grow
Ole city of ewer 45,000 population, !stile
c. unfy seat of Selene County. Just 40
’,muto-. north of S.F. on Interstate High.

’knit

-

COZY STUDIO. New furniture. Sunny,
spotless, newly -painted. Quiet. Ample
parking. Close to campus. Available
June IS. $75. Call 252-4247,
RENT FOR SUMMER 2 bedroom home
with fireplace. $110 per month. Call
2V.,5746 after 6 p.m.
STUDENT RENTALS - Furnished 3 -bedroom, 2 bath houses ideal for 5 or 6
students summer and/or winter semester.
Vacant June 10th. Also 1 & 2 -bedroom
newer furnished apartments. Borelli Realty, 297-2410.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
deiuse 2 -bedroom apartment. Any time
after June I. $75 per month. 292-2233.
FANTASTIC SUMMER RATES. Apartments for 2, 3, & 4 people. Also fall
rentals. 63$ S. 11th. 298.0102,
TEACHER WANTS FEMALE over 23 to
share beautfully furnished apartment
overlooking golf course. 736-2570.
GIRL ROOMMATE NEEDED. Senior or
grad preferred. Beautiful. quiet apartment. Swimming pool. Reasonable. 2972653.
DUPLEX TO SUBLET. SJS prof’s home.
Furnished. Responsible tenant. No child
for June 15or pet. $225 & utilit’
4 Dr. 297-7333.
August 22. 366 13i
ROOMMATE NEEDED starting June 10
Nice 2 -man apartment. $42 month. Call
298.0994 after 6 p.m.
WANTED TO RENT 4 bedroom, furnished house for I st summer session. Dr.
Ronald Johnson Psychology Department
U. of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
LOST AND FOUND 16
LOST, UCSB GRAD RING. Left in men’s
room, Ed Building, April 25. Reward,
286-8986.
PERSONALS 17,
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold on
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273.
SERVICES lel
TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc., as
parienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED, Liability, property darn.
age & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 are, and 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - Theses, term
papers, etc. Zo Johanneck, 258-4335
ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH AND WAX
732 S. It between Virginia & Margaret
Also Lincoln Avenue & Sunol - Vacs IL
25c for 5 minutes-It’s easy-Try it!
TRANSPORTAT.ON 191

RIDER WANTED to share expenses to
II AL1, AM EARS iN "TH’ YIOLO6Y Et7ARTMENT, ONLY ONE
OTHER TIME PIP A 5TUDENt EVER HAVE AN ACCUMULATED
6RAPE AVEgAGEA LOYV AS ‘e01.1g5.11

Michigan. Leaving June 9. Mike 294.1357.
Call after 5 p.m.
NEED RIDE to New York, Leave end of
June. Share driving and expenses. Sue,
287-1790.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, set, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip

To place
an ad:

Minimum
Three

lines

One time

Three times Five times

One time

this handy order
blank.

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State

lines I 1.50
lines
2.00
lines I 2.50
lines I 3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

,

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Add this
amount for
each add’
non& line

College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

30

JO

.10

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Print your ad herr

(Count approximately 33 Letters and Specie
tor Each UN)

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Do Not Abloadis

No refunds possible si

ID Announcements (1)
1-1 Automotive (2)
CI For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
ID Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
D Services (8)
Transportation (9)

10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
p.m.-3:45 p.m.

1:15

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

o

Name

site

Monday, Wednesday & Friday

Please Print)

Fos

days.

C10

MOO

Address

Enclosed Is $
Mort id se

Please allow 2 days offer Plecinill Tee mi to appear.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 7944414. eet. 2465

Wm’
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WRA Participants To Receive Awards

51("’Iy May 15 1967
Stewardess
Jobs
The Women’s Recreation AssoOpen for Summer, dation
(Wit/kJ will celebrate the
,ns World Airways retireative will he on campus Thursii.,y to interview women for their
summer stewardess program. Interested applicants should sign up
in the Placement Center, ADM
234 for an interview.
Women who are between junior
and senior years and graduating
in 1968 and who are between fivefeet two inches and (is e-feet nine
inches tall with proper tionate
weight may apply. A Permanent
Residency visa ,tr United States
reuaire,I

The extramural hockey learn
Guest speaker will be Thomas
Twit, associate professor of psy- finished with a perfect season win.
chology. He will discuss "Attitudes ning seven matches. The team is
end of a successful year at its Anof Women Toward Athletic Comadvised by Leta Walter, professor
nual Awards Banquet Wednesday
petition."
of physical education.
at 5 p.m.
TICKETS ON SALE
Eight first place ribbons were
’The banquet will be a very imTickets are on sale today for $3 won by the extramural track and
portant, interesting and entertainswimgirls’
by
the
in the WG 112
field team. Ellie Slack, team maning evening," Marylyn Monlux,
ming pool. Joyce Malone, assistant
publicity chairman for WRA, said. professor of physical education and ager, believes: "SJS has the abil-

Awards will be presented to the WRA adviser, is in charge of ticket
many outstanding participants in sales.
Special recognition goes to the
I WRA activities and the "highly
I successful teams bringing special following teams "for competition
I recognition to SJS," Miss Monlux and sportsmanship," according to
Miss MunlUX.
athl,af.

,Is pleased with the team’s seon
as
at eight wins and no losses.
Extramural softball still has one
game to go, but is assured of a
great season being undefeated so
far. Carol Luther, assistant professor of physical education, is team
adviser.

fencing, tennis, gymnastics and
Orchesis, the modern dance club.
The banquet is a yearly event,
sponsored by WRA, to recognize
women at SJS who have contributed to the recreation program.

"Competition and sportsmanship" awards are given to those
individuals who, in the opinion of
10-2 RECORD
WRA judges, have played a leading
role in promoting activities.
The extramural basketball team
ity to excel’ in the Northern CaliSpecial
recognition is awarded to
fornia College Track and Field also under Miss Luther finished
teen
coaches and advisers, us
with 10 wins and two losses. Cheryl
well as team members.
Betty Jane Trotter, associate Bingham was high scorer.
Other areas in the WRA proTickets to the banquet will reprofessor of physical education
and extramural volleyball adviser. gram doing well are: extramural main on sale through Wednesday.

TODAY
Women Over 29 Club, 12:30 p.m.
177 10th Street. A study -skills
seminar will be held with faculty
speakers.
(’hi Alpha, 7 p.m., 104 South
Thirteenth Street.
Newman Center, 6:30 p.m., 79
South Fifth Street. A prayer for
peace will be said Monday through
Thursday at this time.
TOMORROW
Circle K International, 1:30 p.m.,
HEl.
Conservation Club, 1:30 p.m.,
S227. "The Cascades," a Sierra
Club film, will be shown.
Newman Center, 79 South Fifth
Street, 7:30 p.m. A live-band dance
will be held.

LI

/-E E

San Jose

Elvis

Between here and there,

In the heart
of
Downtown
San Jose

the most* sensible* way
is jetting there on PSA.

Los Angeles

Presley

Diane* MeBain
"Spi flout.’
STARTS

For information call

WEDNESDAY

293-1953
All

MGM PRESENTATION ,METROCOLOR
!IV

RICaROOS

"Too* Far
To* Walk"

Spartan el Daily

6 NIGHTS A WEEK

II

by
John Hersey
is nom) available*
for 95c at
california book co., ltd.
131 e, san fernandit and 4.57 e. san

Live Entertainment

li

Dine* to pleasant* jazz sounds or lively
folk singing six nights a week. Experience
Ricardo’s arty, colorful surroundings and
enjoy the finest of Italian dinners.

111111111111111
111
carlos

Open Daily at 4 p.m.

9tcztz-r#1
DINNERS

Campus Contest

Entertainment Starts at 9 p.m.
294-4009

218 WILLOW ST.

IIMEN111111k

Today Only!

Chicken Fried Steak Sandwich
Tender, delicious Chicken Fried Steak on a
steamed bun with lettuce, tomatoes,* mayonnaise and Henry’s special seasoned salt
only 45c

S

Since
1885

Buy one Chicken Fried Steak Sandwich at
regular price and get second ono free* with
this ad. Today only, May IS, 1967.

. . . is your campus supplier for roses,
carnations, orchids, corsages and hots.
quets. Come in and see" our f lire flower
selection.

616 S. 10th
.t Wililim
216-0218

292-8311

20% OFF* ON
EVERY BOOK IN
THE STORE

cpaPtan Soplatore

2nd & San Fernando

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Plenty of Free Parking

Afraid of
Car Salesmen?

EUROPE-70 days
$1,088 tax inc.

SPECIAL
MONDAY
8 inch pizzas

T h e n you haven’t met Pete Ellis. Pete is
,,,endly,* helpful, courteous,* and he even
smiles. He will give you a great deal on a new
FORD or a fine used car. You get toe trader, values and easy financing can be arranged.
You’ll find "smiling" Pete in FORD COUNTRY.
Contact him today.

19 Countries
all inclusive*
Hotel, sightseeing, food*,

spaghetti

35c

69c

hgelida 9opd
650 EL CAMINO REAL 738-11100
SUNNYVALE Ask for Pete

TUESDAY

etc.

(Tour begins and ends in Amsterdam)

regular size*

June* I8-Aug. 27
10th & William
San Jose
295-3805

This is
not Pcife!

St.

TM TRAVEL 60 N. First 293-1033

so,

How to Play Think-Links
1.

Write the asterisk-marked word or words from each advertisement
next to the advertiser’s name in the entry blank.

2. Select words from the "asterisk words" list to fill in the word links.
Start with the word which has one letter given. Only one word fits
in this space. All the words in the "asterisk words" list are not used.
3. Answer the tie-breaker question.
4. Fill out the requested information, clip the entry blank and bring it
to the Spartan Daily Classified Office (The office is closed between
12:30 and 1:15 p.m. each day) before 3 p.m. Wednesday of this
week.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Contest Rules
Only currently-enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
Students are limited to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
may not enter the contest.
All entries become the property of Spartan Daily.
The Spartan Daily and/or an Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
Every entry must he filled out completely without any erasures to be considered by the judges.
In event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant
who comes closest to the correct answer of the tie-breaker question will be
the winner. In case of a tie on the special question, an additional tie-breaker
question will he given the remaining contestants to determine the winner of
the PSA
All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire 90 slays after the ticket is issued.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make any necessary additions or corrections of the rules.
Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall be final regarding both the determination of prize
winners or deciding on disqualification of entrants for any reason.
Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance of judge’s decision.

What You Can
Win:

This is your THINK-LINKS Entry
Blank. Please do not staple, spindle or
mutilate. Just enter.

st
PRIZE:

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER
Estimate what the llowJones Industrial Average
will he at the close of the market on Thursday,

May 18.

Name
Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

City

Phone

ASB Number
ADVERTISER

THINK -LINKS

1 1 H
ASTERISK WORDS

Cal Book

PSA
t RUNNER-UP
PRIZES:

Henry’s
Holiday Ford
Navlet’s
PSA
Red Ram

Tickets to the
United Artist
Theater.

Ricardo’,
Spartan Book
T-M Travel
U A Theater

Give it a try!

In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper

